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Fougerite (IMA 2003-057) is a layered double hydroxysalt, 
the natural mineral of green rusts (GRs) and has been 
observed as a major iron phase in hydromorphic soils and 
several reductic environments. Its general formula is 
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x− where 
x=Fe3+/Fetot.. Natural GRs in the environment are difficult to 
study due to their reactivity and their small concentration. 
Chemical extractions with citrate-bicarbonate (CB), and 
mineralogical controls by XRD and Mössbauer spectroscopy 
(MS) were performed at different times of contact (0, 1, 6, 48, 
168 and 504 h). This protocol was applied on soil samples 
taken in a reductic horizon at 80 cm depth of the Gleysol 
where fougerite was originally characterized. Kinetic 
extraction of Si by CB reached slowly 1.8% of absolute total 
concentration in the soil after 504 h. Al extracted by CB 
increased quickly to 9.4% until 6 h and then gradually until 
48 h to reach 12% and stayed constant until 504 h. Fe and Mg 
increased quickly respectively to 23% and 56% after 6 h and 
then gradually and linearly to 97% and 69%. Kinetic 
extractions by CB reveal two distinct mineral compartments: 
- a first mineral form of Si-Al with Fe and Mg as minors; 
- then fougerite with a very nice congruence with Mg, 
showing that fougerite contains about 10% of Mg. After 
168 h, CB extraction on the initial sample did not affect 
significantly any of the main peaks of the XRD patterns. MS 
on initial soil sample before CB treatment showed 
characteristic hyperfine interaction parameters of fougerite-
GR, with x=Fe3+/Fetot. mole ratio of 0.43. After 6 and 48 h of 
CB extraction, x mole ratios were respectively 0.406 and 
0.346. After 168 and 504 h of CB treatments, spectra did not 
show any peak. This disappearance of fougerite-GR, attested 
by MS, and the dynamics of iron extraction by CB in kinetics 
proved the selectivity of CB procedure to dissolve fougerite. 


